
ROLLER BLINDS

Features & Benefits
•  Blockout, light filter & sunscreen fabric: Set the 

tone of the room with colour, mood & light control.

•  Durable fabrics: Many of the fabrics we use are 
manufactured in Australia to suit local conditions. 
You can have confidence in knowing they will look 
great in your home for many years.

•  Aluminium roller tube: We use quality roller  
tube and componentry to provide you with the 
most up-to-date and reliable roller system.

•  Chain operation: For chain operated roller blinds, 
you have the choice of standard PVC or stainless 
steel chain. The chain drive gives you the ability 
to raise and lower your blind with ease and 
without having to reach over obstacles. It simply 
makes life easier! The brackets used are colour-
matched to the chain giving you a beautifully 
modern and coordinated look. PVC Colours 
include beige, black, grey and white.

•  Trim styles: There are a 
large range of trim styles 
to choose from including 
scallops, fringes, braids, 
cut-outs or a coloured 
metal rod. Create a 
traditional or modern 
style to suit your home.

•  Optional Rollette™ valance: Our exclusive 
Rollette™ valance offers you a streamlined finish for 
Roller Blinds.  Available in a range of five colours – 
beige, black, clear anodised, white and white birch, 
the Rollette™  valance complements any décor.

•  Optional cassette headbox: Fitted onto the 
face or recess of the window. The blind can be 
obscured right up to the top or adjusted to stop 
in any position. Use in conjunction with side 
channels to create light block-out during the day 
– ideal for darkening media rooms and bedrooms 
for those that sleep by day.

Roller Blinds are a practical and affordable window covering designed to 
enhance the mood you have created in your home. With an impressive range 
of colours and styles to choose from, Roller Blinds can make a bold fashion 
statement or blend unobtrusively in any room.

Our Roller Blinds are custom-made to your needs and finished with colour 
coordinated accessories. Create the look you want with a selection of 
Australian-made fabrics that include plains, jacquards, textures and pattern 
prints incorporating your choice of stylish trims, cut-outs or ring pulls.

Our Roller Blinds can be made using traditional spring operation or modern 
easy-to-use chain drive mechanism. Or for the ultimate in modern living, 
Roller Blinds can be linked together or motorised using remote control, 
switch or timer controls. Combo rollers allow you the luxury of sunscreen  
by day and privacy by night. 

Can be mixed with Roman Blinds and Panel Glides in the same room.
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